
AP Chemistry Summer Work 2019 – 2020 
 

I am excited to meet each of you and begin the long, tough, pressure-filled, and rewarding journey that is AP Chem! 
 

Here is a list of your “to-dos” that need to be completed before you return in the fall. Pay close attention to the due 
dates as they are different for each assignment. 
 

1. Join the AP Chem Google Classroom page. Follow the instructions below to access the rest of your assignments 

and other information: 

a. Log in to your Gibbons Google account in Google Chrome 

b. Go to classroom.google.com 

c. Click + and enter the code: rz5qv in the box and click Join. 

2. Mental Math for AP Practice. This should be completed before you return in the fall. 
Instructions: Work through the pages within this practice packet. THESE SHOULD BE DONE WITHOUT A 
CALCULATOR. You are not allowed to use your calculator during the multiple-choice section of the AP Chemistry 
Exam. This means that the questions that are math based (yes, even the ones that involve stoichiometry and pH 
math) can be done in your head. Often this involves moving decimals, working in fractions, and estimating 
certain values, all of which are addressed in this assignment.  
 

3. Write an introduction letter to your AP Chemistry teacher. This must be completed by June 23rd.  
Instructions: Please write a letter to me giving me some more information about yourself and why you 
chose to take AP Chem. Please address the following points but feel free to also include some other 
information if you would like! 

-  Why are you taking AP Chemistry? What goals do you have for this class next year (and your future)? 
-  What are your worries or fears when you think about this class and your school year next year?  
-  What was your greatest struggle in your previous chemistry class? How did you work through it? 
-  What are some other activities and interests that you have outside of class? (this can be through 
Gibbons or otherwise) 
-  Tell me something interesting about yourself. 

 
4. Unit 0: AP Chemistry Preamble: these are periodic assignments that you will need to complete throughout the 

summer to keep certain chemistry skills fresh in your brain.  
Instructions: The purpose of this summer assignment is to help you remember first year chemistry topics. All 
of these problems you learned how to do in chemistry honors/CP chemistry. You may use your calculator on 
this assignment.  

a. Place your answers in each week's assignment found on Google Classroom. 
b. Be sure your answers are numbered consecutively as they are on the original assignment sheets. 

There are 125 problems total and some have multiple letter sub points.  
c. Keep ALL your work so that you can show it to me next August during the first week of class.  
d. When you submit your answers, write me a note at the end of your assignment to let me know what 

problem gave you the most difficulty (or to ask a question on the assignment). 
e. A printed copy of each assignment (and all corresponding work) is due on the first day back in August.  

 
5. Check out the document on the back of this page. It includes information that I am going to expect you to have 

memorized throughout the year. Please go ahead and commit the polyatomic ions and the strong acids to 
memory as soon as possible.  

 
 

As always, please let me know if you have any questions. I hope you have a great summer and see you in August!  

Ms. Kratzke (Quigley) 😊 



Solubility Rules - memorize the simple rules below
ALWAYS SOUBLE IF IN A COMPOUND EXCEPT WITH
Alkali ions, NH4+, No Exceptions

NO3−, C2H3O2−, ClO4−, ClO3− No Exceptions

Cl− , Br− , I− Pb2+, Ag+

SO42− Pb2+, Ag+, Hg22+   Ca2+, Sr2+, Ba2+

If a substance does not fit one of the four rules above, assume it is INSOLUBLE and should be written as a molecule (not 
ionized). This isn’t perfect, but will cover most situations, unless you are given other information in the question to help you 
know soluble or not.

Polyatomic Ions - Memorize the shaded ions (and learn the pattern so you know their companions)
By learning the four shaded “-ate” ions below, and knowing that one less oxygen (same charge) turns the name to −ite, and two 
less oxygens (if possible) turns the name to hypo−xxx−ite and one more oxygen (if possible) turns the name to hypo−xxx−ite will 
make learning all eighteen ions in the chart below as easy as learning just four.

•

Stuff worth memorizing…. 

Seven Strong Acids
memorize them

(assume all other acids are weak)

HCl hydrochloric acid

HBr hydrobromic acid
HI hydroiodic acid

HNO3 nitric acid

H2SO4 sulfuric acid
HClO3 chloric acid
HClO4 perchloric acid

and don’t forget
ammonium     NH4+

hypo- (2 less O) -ite (1 less O) -ate per- (1 more O)
nitrite    NO2− nitrate     NO3−

sulfite    SO32− sulfate     SO42−

phosphite   PO33− phosphate    PO43−

hypochlorite    ClO− chlorite    ClO2− chlorate    ClO3− perchlorate    ClO4−

hypobromite   BrO− bromite     BrO2− bromate    BrO3− perbromate    BrO4−

hypoiodite   IO− iodite     IO2− iodate    IO3− periodate    IO4−

Odd Companions or No CompanionOdd Companions or No Companion
hydroxide      OH−

cyanide     CN−

acetate       C2H3O2−

carbonate     CO32− bicarbonate     HCO3−

permanganate     MnO4−

purple color

No kidding…..
Practice your times tables.

Go to www.tablestest.com
or www.timestables.me.uk/
or some other times & division 
practice site.

The multiple choice section of 
the AP Exam and thus our class 
exams does not allow 
calculators, thus you must get 
good at your times tables.
You will use a calculator on Free 
Response (problem type) 
questions.

Does the anion contain oxygen?

if NO
hydro-(anion root)-ic

if YES
check the ending of the root

-ite
(anion root)-ous

-ate
(anion root)-ic

HF hydrofluoric

HCl hydrochloric

HBr hydrobromic nitrous HNO2 nitric HNO3

HI hydroiodic sulfurous H2SO3 sulfuric  H2SO4

H2S hydrosulfuric phosphorus H3PO3 phosphoric H3PO4

HCN hydrocyanic chlorous HClO2 chloric HClO3

bromous HBrO2 bromic HBrO3

carbonic H2CO3

acetic HC2H3O2

Naming Acids - Learn the pattern, don’t just memorize the names

http://www.tablestest.com
http://www.tablestest.com
http://www.timestables.me.uk/
http://www.timestables.me.uk/
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